Introduction
The idea of pixel lensing originated from the hope of using M 31 as a target star eld for MACHO searches. In fact, searching for microlensing requires to monitor a huge number of stars. This is exactly what M 31 provides. M 31 is the nearest galaxy after the SMC and LMC and it is a giant one, roughly twice as massive as the Milky way. There are further reasons to look at M31 M 31 allows to explore our halo in a direction di erent from the SMC, the LMC and the galactic center. However, it will be di cult to separate the events due to MACHO's in our Galaxy from those due to MACHO's in the M 31 halo. M31 is tilted with respect to its line of sight. Stars in the far side of the disk lie behind a larger halo mass than stars in the near side. Therefore, more events are expected in the direction of the far side. As noted by Crotts (1992) , this is a signature of microlensing as no such asymmetry is expected for variable stars M 31 has its own halo which can be viewed as a whole, and therefore can be mapped if there is enough statistics. As only a tiny angular fraction of our halo is crossed by the line of sight, all spatial structure in the data will be genuine to M 31. But only few stars are resolved from the ground, hence the idea to look for stars that rise above the background when su ciently magni ed by microlensing. This is Pixel Lensing.
Two approaches have been developed independently and are presented below.:
The monitoring of pixel light curves (Baillon et al., 1992; Baillon et al., 1993) is implemented by the AGAPE collaboration (Ansari et al., 1997) (hereafter refered to as AGAPE1) The image subtraction technics (Crotts, 1992) is implemented by the COLUMBIA/VATT collaboration Crotts and Tomaney, 1996) Evaluations of the number of events expected will not be discussed here but can be found in the references above and in the following theoretical papers (Jetzer, 1994; Gould, 1996; Han and Gould, 1996) .
Frame subtraction
We only give here a very short presentation and we refer the reader to Tomaney and Crotts (1996) and Crotts and Tomaney (1996) for further details. The principle is to reduce all images to the seeing of one of them taken as reference. This reference image is then subtracted from each current image. When the reduction to the same seeing is good, the subtracted image is at, except for white or dark spots that correspond to stars whose luminosity has changed between the reference and the current image.
Talk given during the "Lensing Week", at the Capodimonte observatory, Naples, october 1997.
The main di culty is that the point spread function (PSF) is not uniform inside one frame. The technic to cope with this problem is to make a polynomial t to the PSF parameters. On the VATT telescope, it has been possible to add an optical corrector which reduces the spatial variations of the PSF, and makes the t easier. The Columbia/VATT collaboration has published observations of about 300 variable stars and 6 events compatible with microlensing, with large durations (20 to 80 days). However, these 6 events cannot yet be distinguished from Miras which would have roughly the same time scale, a larger lever arm in time will be necessary to separate genuine microlensing events.
Monitoring pixels
This method is beeing used by the AGAPE collaboration on data taken at the Pic du Midi Observatory, on the 2 meter Bernard Lyot telescope. Details on the data taking and preprocessing can be found in AGAPE1. The main di culties to overcome are the changes in observing conditions that occur between every images:
On two successive images one pixel never points toward the same part of the sky. Images have to be matched in position with a reference image. This is the geometrical alignment. This procedure is described in detail in AGAPE1. For this alignment to be successful, it is very important that the pixel size be small compared to the seeing in order to avoid degradation of the image in the process. This is the case for AGAPE, as the most probable seeing is about 1.4" whereas the pixel size is 0.3". Two frames are never taken in the same photometric conditions for atmospheric absorption or night sky luminosity. The overall intensity of the images, as well as their dynamics must be matched with those of a reference image, this is the photometric alignment. Again, the original way we perform this alignment is described in AGAPE1. After the two alignments above, there remains an intensity gradient between successive images, which we blame on re ections in the optics. The way we get rid of these re ections using a median image is also described in AGAPE1. Finally, the seeing changes between successive images is a major source of spurious variations. We have devised two extremely di erent methods to deal with this problem. They are described in the next subsection.
The seeing problem
Seeing variations induce fake variations as shown on gure 1, and therefore must be corrected for as much as possible. Our rst move in this direction has been to use super-pixels large compared to the average value of the seeing, in order that most of the star ux be included in one super-pixel, but not too large to avoid diluting the signal. Using 7 x 7 superpixels (2.1" x 2.1") turned out as the best trade-o . This corrects for part of the variations, but we are now able to do much better using two di erent approaches:
The \Paris Method", very empirical, simple to implement and very e cient. The \Geneva method", more sophisticated, more promising, but more computer time consuming.
It has yet to be fully implemented in the analysis.
The Paris seeing correction
This correction relies on an empirical observation: the di erence between the values of the ux of the same pixel on the current image and on the reference image: current pixel ? reference pixel , is linearly correlated to good seeing bad seeing 
1 The median of an image image is obtained by replacing each pixel by the median of the ux of the pixels inside a 41 41 window centered on the original pixel. The correlation between the slope and the seeing. the curves corrrespond to relation (3) with = 0.5 (dotted), 0.75 (dash dotted), and 1.0 (dashed) (see Fig. 2 ) and the slope is correlated to the seeing as shown in gure 3. The median behaves as if it separates regions with di erent behaviours with respect to the seeing. When the reference image is brighter than the median image, then good seeing makes the current image even brighter whereas bad seeing makes it fainter, but good and bad seeing exchange their parts when the reference image is darker than the median. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 good seeing bad seeing median reference Figure 4 : The relative behaviour of the current and reference images relative to the median image depending on the seeing. (3) Figure 3 shows the variation of with seeing for three values of the power .
The correction is implemented as follows:
i) For each image, is determined from a sraight line t to the empirical correlation as in gure 2. ii) the reference image is replaced by the corrected image in equation (1) which is solved for the latter:
This correction is extremely e cient as illustrated in gure 5. where < pixel > light curve average is the average of the pixel ux along the light curve. If the photon noise was the true error, this distribution would be a gaussian with R.M.S. unity. The true distribution is in fact well approximated by a gaussian, see gure 6 . We call equivalent the R.M.S. of the best gaussian t (rather than the R.M.S. of the true distribution, which is a ected by the resolved stars). We take as our nal error bar for each pixel:
current pixel = equivalent current photon noise pixel (6) Figure 7 displays the correlation between equivalent and the seeing before and after the seeing correction. One can see that after correction, equivalent becomes nearly seeing independent. In other words, most of the contribution of the seeing to the error bars has been removed. The correlation between equivalent and the seeing, before and after the seeing correction.
Seeing: the Geneva treatment
The Geneva method is more ambitious and promising. It is also more computer time consuming, and it is not yet implemented at full scale. The treatment goes as follows: 1. The background of each image is tted with a 4 th degree polynomial, and is subtracted. 2. One reference image and one 10 pixel 10 pixel PSF for each image are taken as arbitrary parameters, and are determined by tting simultaneously to all images the reference image convolved with the appropriate PSF. Is the number of parameters to be determined smaller than the number of constraints? The answer is yes: for N images D D, there are D 2 parameters for the reference image, plus N 100 parameters for the N PSFs, and the pixels of the images provide N D 2 constraints. As soon as D > 10 the number of constraints is larger than the number of arbitrary parameters.
The resulting reference image comes out with a seeing of the order of that of our best image, around 0.9 00 3. A corrected reference image is constructed for each image by convolution of the reference image with the appropriate PSF. Light curves are constructed on the di erences between the current image and the corresponding corrected reference image.
The Analysis
The rst necessary step in the analysis of light curves is to de ne the baseline or the background ux BKG . This is done by taking the minimum of a sliding average on 10 consecutive points. One can 
Selection
The rst step to select microlensing candidates is to select light curves with only one bump (\mono-bumps"), this is de ned as a light curve with at least one bump having L 1 > 300 and no second bump with L 2 > 70. These numbers, at this time chosen in a very conservative way not to be overwhelmed by backgrounds, will evolve as we re ne our analysis. A rst choice involves the above likelihood criteria, the condition that the super-pixel does not lie close to a bright star, and some visual scanning to exclude \non contained events", e.g. events where one only sees the rise or the fall, as well as some events involving clearly more than one bump, although L 2 < 70. This rst selection keeps 61 mono-bump events out of more than 1000 variable light curves.
One then ts a high ampli cation degenerate Paczy nski curve ( (Wozniak and Paczy nski, 1997) to the remaining mono-bumps, as we expect to be able to detect mainly high ampli cation events. Figure 9 : The 10 candidate events with a 2 1. R max is the red magnitude of the star at maximum, t 1=2 is the full width at half maximum of the Paczy nski curve: t 1=2 = 2 p 3 t E =(A max ? 1)
Note that we only call these events candidates. One puzzling characteristic of these event is their long duration (t 1=2 lies between 40 and 70 days). This time scale is compatible with Miras, and a longer lever arm in time will be needed to exclude this possibility. The absence of short events is partly due to our bad sampling in time, but we do detect short variations. One of them is displayed (blown up in time) in Fig. 10 , together with the best Paczy nski t, which shows that it cannot be a simple microlensing event. This particular event appears in both on one of our working elds and a calibration eld centered on the bulge of M31. 
